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Why Are Rocks Useful?

• Tools

• Building material

• Monetary currency

• Jewelry 

• Entertainment 

• Keepers of history

• Provide direction



Mining in Newfoundland 

and Labrador ... The past
• Iron ore (Bell Island)

• Copper (Buchan’s)

• Zinc (Daniel’s Harbour)

• Copper (Tilt Cove)



Mining In Newfoundland And 

Labrador... The present

• Gold (Nugget Pond)

• Granite (Lumsden)

• Iron ore (Labrador City)

• Slate (Burgoyne’s Cove)

• Gypsum (Flat Bay)



Questions to Ponder

• 1.How do the crystals or minerals form in a rock?

• 2. Why do some rocks have layers?

• 3. Why do some rocks have rounded particles while 

others have angular

particles?
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Rocks Are All Around Us!

Rocks are all around us. They make up the backbones of hills 
and mountains and the foundations of plains and valleys. 
Beneath the soil you walk on and the deep layers of soft mud 
that cover the ocean basins is a basement of hard rock. 
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What Is A Rock?

ROCK: is the hard, solid part of the earth. It is made of  a 
combination of two or more minerals in various 
amounts. Think of a chocolate chip cookie as a rock. 
The cookie is made of flour, butter, sugar & chocolate. 
The cookie is like a rock and the flour, butter, sugar & 
chocolate are like minerals. You need minerals to make 
rocks, but you don't need rocks to make minerals. All 
rocks are made of minerals. 

For example 

Granite
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What are Rocks Made of?
Rocks are made up mostly of crystals of different kinds 

of minerals, or broken pieces of crystals, or broken 

pieces of rocks. Some rocks are made of the shells of 

once-living animals, or of compressed pieces of plants. 

We can learn something about the way a rock formed 

from by looking carefully at the evidence preserved 

inside. 
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Minerals
Minerals: a pure, naturally occurring solid substance found in 

rocks.  There are more than 3000 different minerals.  Minerals 

are made of chemicals - either a single element or a 

combination of elements. There are 103 known chemical 

elements.

Element is a pure substance that can not be further broken 

down into other substances.

The majority of minerals consist of two or more elements.

For example:

Quartz =====>     silicon 

Oxygen
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Elements

Element: a pure substance that cannot be further 

subdivided, composed of only one type of particle.  
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Properties of Minerals: 

• 1) Lustre: a description of how a minerals shines under 
light.

Silver= shiny

• 2) Streak: the powdery mark left by some minerals 
when they are scraped against a hard surface.
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3) Hardness: this can be determine by scratching one minerals 

against another.  The harder mineral leaves a mark on the softer.  

Scientist also use a scale called “Moh’s Hardness scale” to 

measure hardness.  This scale is named after Fredrich Mohs.  

Higher the number, harder the substance

To use the hardness scale, try to scratch the surface of an 

unknown sample with a mineral or substance from the hardness 

scale . If the unknown sample cannot be scratched by feldspar (6) 

but it can be scratched by quartz (7), then it's hardness is between 

6 and 7. An example of a mineral that has a hardness between 6 

and 7 is pyrite (6 to 6.5). 

http://www.sdnhm.org/../fieldguide/minerals/pyrite.html
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4) Colour: we notice the color of a mineral first. Some 

minerals are easily identified by color because they are 

never any other color. For example, malachite is always 

green 

5. Transparency : If the light enters and exits the surface 

of the substance in relatively undisturbed fashion, then the 

substance is referred to as transparent. If the light can 

enter and exit the surface of the substance, but in a 

disturbed and distorted fashion, then the substance is 

referred to as translucent. If the light can not even 

penetrate the surface of the substance, then the substance 

is referred to as opaque.

http://www.sdnhm.org/fieldguide/minerals/malachite.html
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6 ) Magnetic

7) Effervescence (Fizz) (NOTE: add vinegar to chalk -

limestone)
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8. Crystal: a naturally occurring piece of solid with, with 

straight edges, flat sides and regular angles.

All minerals occur in the form 

of crystals, although some 

crystals may be too small to 

be seen with the naked eye ( 

magnification).  Each type of 

mineral has a certain type of 

geometric shape: 
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Minerals can be identified by how the crystals break:

1) Cleavage: the tendency of a mineral to split most easily 

along a flat surface parallel to its crystal faces It is a smooth 

break

http://www.doitpoms.ac.uk/tlplib/AD3/images/cleavage_of_gypsum.jpg
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Fracture: When a crystal breaks Into pieces with rough 

and uneven surfaces.
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Where Do Rocks Come From?

• Rocks are divided into three basic types, igneous, 

sedimentary and metamorphic , depending upon how 

they were formed. Plate tectonics provides an 

explanation for how rocks are recycled from igneous to 

sedimentary to metamorphic and back to igneous again. 
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Igneous Rocks- “Born of fire”
• Igneous rock: is a type of rock that is formed due to the 

cooling of Magma. Magma refers to the hot rock found at 
great depths below the earth’s surface.  Sometimes 
magma comes to the top of the earth’s surface.  As it 
breaks the earth’s  crust it loses some of the dissolved 
gases and vapor, and  is now called lava. For example, 
lava comes from volcanoes.

• It composes more than 

four-fifths (4/5) of the Earth’s 

crust

• the word igneous comes 

from the Latin word ignis, 

meaning “fire”.



Molten Rock can form…

Lava Magma

Above the 

ground
Below the 

ground
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There are two main types of Igneous Rocks.  There are:

1)  Intrusive Rock: A type of rock formed from magma 

that hardens beneath the earth’s surface.

Examples: Basalt, Rhyolite, Obsidian and Pumice
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2) Extrusive Rock: A rock formed from lava that 

hardens on the earth’s surface.

Examples:  volcanic rock, Granite, Gabbro, Diabase 

and Pegmatite
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Extrusive igneous rocks ((volcanic)- When lava is 

exposed to the surface, it cools and solidifies rapidly 

as a result of being  exposed to air and water, 

forming small crystals. The crystals are too small to

see without magnification. 

Intrusive igneous rocks (plutonic)- When magma 

Remains insulated in the Earth’s crust, it cools and 

solidifies slowly,  forming large crystals.

There is a relationship between where 

igneous rocks are formed, rate of cooling, 

and crystal size.
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Hyperlink to volcano on teacher domain

http://www.teachersdomain.org/
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Sedimentary Rocks -

“ Layer upon Layer”

• Sedimentary Rock is a type of rock formed by the build 

up of sediments over time.  Most layered rock is 

sedimentary rock, made from small fragments of rock 

material closely packed and cemented together. 

Sediment: refers to  materials 

that  is suspended in water and 

that settles at the bottom of a 

body of water. 

=> The horizontal layers of 

rock are called  beds.
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Any rock (igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic) 

exposed at the Earth's surface can become a 

sedimentary rock. The forces of wind, rain, snow, and 

ice combine to break down or dissolve (weather), and 

carry away (transport) rocks exposed at the surface. 

These particles eventually come to rest (deposited) and 

become hard rock (lithified). 
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Sedimentary rocks tell us what the Earth's surface was like 

in the geologic past. They can contain fossils that tell us 

about the animals and plants or show the climate in an 

area. Sedimentary rocks are also important because they 

may contain water for drinking or oil and gas to run our cars 

and heat our homes. 

Sedimentary rock is less plentiful that igneous rock in the 

earth’s surface.  Nevertheless, Sedimentary Rock makes up 

about 75% of the rock that is exposed on the surface of the 

land.
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The different types of sediments that can be used to form 

different sedimentary rock:

1)   It can be made of compressed mud that is a mixture of 

clay and silt (fine particles of mineral matter).  Example Shale

2) Large granules of sand.

Example: Sandstone

3)Rounded pebbles and small stones.

Example: Conglomerate
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Clastic sedimentary rocks form by weathering processes 

which break down rocks into pebble, sand, or clay particles 

by exposure to wind, ice, and water. 

So, how can you tell grain size? Easy, your fingers can feel 

the grains of sandstone, even at the fine-grained end. Shale 

will feel smooth to your fingers but it can be further 

separated into siltsone and claystone by rubbing a little 

across your teeth. Siltstone will feel gritty and claystone will 

feel smooth 
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Nonclastic sedimentary rocks form from chemical reactions, 

chiefly in the ocean. 

Limestone=composed of the mineral calcite, may contain 

marine fossils, formed by precipitation from water 

Rock salt= composed of the mineral halite (salt), formed by 

evaporation 

Rock gypsum= composed of the mineral gypsum, formed by 

evaporation 

Chert=composed of microscopic mineral grains of quartz, very 

hard with sharp edges 
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Process Involved In The 

Formation Of Sedimentary Rock

• Weathering

• Erosion (Transportation) 

• Deposition 

• liftification
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Deposition In a River System.
• deposition is the settling of eroded materials (Sediments).  It 

represents the end of the journey (at least temporarily) for 

weathered material.
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Lithification : How Sedimentary 

Rock is formed

• => Small fragments of the earth’s surface are constantly being 
worn away and moved from one place to another by  erosion( 
Wind, ice , water).  

• => Over a long period of time large amounts of eroded 
materials are carried from the land into lakes and oceans, 
where they eventually settle to the bottom. 

• => the layered appearance of sedimentary rock is produced by 
slow collection of sediment settling 

on top of other sediment. 
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=>This build up sediment on top of each other produces horizontal 

layers of called beds.

=> The layers of rock are pushed together or compacted by the mass 

of sediments and water on top of them.  This pressure causes these 

sediments to form rock.
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Precipitation –Formation of rock salt, 

gypsum and Limestone.

• Gypsum - large beds of gypsum formed when sea water 
evaporated, leaving dissolved calcium and sulfate to form 
deposits of gypsum.  Gypsum is so soft that it can be scratched 
with the fingernail.

• Rock salt - salt from the ground. Salt that occurs in hard massive 
layers beneath the ground is called rock salt.  These deposits 
were formed by the evaporation of large parts of oceans millions 
of years ago.  They occur along with deposits of such minerals 
as calcium carbonate and potash, which are found in seawater.
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Limestone

Most freshwater and sea water dissolved calcium carbonate .  All 

limestones are formed when calcium carbonate crystallizes out of 

solution.  This occurs when water evaporates.  Such evaporation 

takes place in the hot lagoons of many coral reefs.  The high 

temperature causes the water on the surface to evaporate. A white 

“lime” mud is deposited at the bottom of the sea.

Demonstration: Limestone can easily be dissolved by acids.  If you 

drop vinegar on limestone it will fizz. (Put a limestone rock into a 

plastic jar and cover it with vinegar.  Cover the jar and watch the 

bubbling of the calcium carbonate).
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Metamorphic Rock- “Changing Form”

• Metamorphic Rock forms from the 
other two main types; igneous and 
sedimentary.  Metamorphic rock forms 
when heat or pressure, or both, cause 
changes in the "parent" rock.  A parent 
rock is usually a Igneous or 
Sedimentary rock that changes form 
and becomes a Metamorphic Rock. It is 
possible that metamorphic rock may be 
changed to such an extent that it does 
not resemble the parent rock.  Often, 
however, geologists can trace the 
relationships between metamorphic 
rock and the parent rock from which it 
was formed.

“meta” means change

“morph” means form
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Metamorphic rock may be formed by:

1) Hot Magma that heats and squeezes the surrounding areas. 

2)The burial of the rocks deep in the earth's crust. 

3) Movements in the earth's crust may also affect the rock by 

deforming it. 
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Example:

Metamorphic Rock Parent Rock

marble ----------------------------- limestone                                          

{sedimentary rock}

Common Characteristics: 

- same level of hardness

- both made from mineral, calcite

- both bubble and fizz if placed in vinegar
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Other Examples:

Metamorphic Rock Parent Rock

slate ------------------------------ shale {sedimentary rock}

Quartzite ------------------------------ sandstone {sedimentary rock}

gneiss ----------------------------- granite {igneous rock}

http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://resourcescommittee.house.gov/subcommittees/emr/usgsweb/photogallery/images/Slate%25202_jpg.jpg&imgrefurl=http://resourcescommittee.house.gov/subcommittees/emr/usgsweb/photogallery/&h=311&w=360&sz=38&tbnid=8Wjh9v3nRGyqFM:&tbnh=101&tbnw=117&hl=en&start=2&prev=/images%3Fq%3D%2Bslate%2B%2B%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DN
http://www.mii.org/Minerals/Minpics1/Shale.jpg
http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://resourcescommittee.house.gov/subcommittees/emr/usgsweb/photogallery/images/Quartzite%25202_jpg.jpg&imgrefurl=http://resourcescommittee.house.gov/subcommittees/emr/usgsweb/photogallery/&h=307&w=360&sz=35&tbnid=7qJHUkxak4J1KM:&tbnh=99&tbnw=117&hl=en&start=2&prev=/images%3Fq%3DQuartzite%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DX
http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://resourcescommittee.house.gov/subcommittees/emr/usgsweb/photogallery/images/Sandstone%25203_jpg.jpg&imgrefurl=http://resourcescommittee.house.gov/subcommittees/emr/usgsweb/photogallery/&h=304&w=360&sz=38&tbnid=wH7dJceT1XYMvM:&tbnh=98&tbnw=117&hl=en&start=2&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dsandstone%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D
http://www.geo.umn.edu/mgs/virt_egg/gneiss.jpg
http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://www.drexel.edu/coe/enggeo/rocks1/granite.JPG&imgrefurl=http://www.drexel.edu/coe/enggeo/rocks.html&h=1920&w=2560&sz=2009&tbnid=sZO9JF9bonXymM:&tbnh=112&tbnw=150&hl=en&start=2&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dgranite%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D


PARENT: Shale

• Sedimentary • Metamorphic

Parent Rocks…

Slate



PARENT: Limestone

• Sedimentary • Metamorphic

Marble



PARENT: Sandstone

• Sedimentary • Metamorphic

Quartzite



PARENT: Granite

• Igneous • Metamorphic

Gneiss
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A natural cycle.

Represents a change process where the same 

materials are cycled throughout, producing 

different products under varying conditions.
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THE ROCK CYCLE

• James Hutton (1727–1797), a 18th 

century  farmer and founder of 

modern geoscience, created the 

concept of the rock cycle, which 

shows a relationship between 

igneous, sedimentary, and 

metamorphic rocks.  The upper part 

of the earth (mantle, crust and 

surface) can be envisioned as a giant 

recycling machine; matter that makes 

up rocks is neither created nor 

destroyed, but is redistributed and 

transformed from one rock type to 

another. 

http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://www.d.umn.edu/cla/faculty/troufs/anth1602/images/hutton2_200.jpeg&imgrefurl=http://www.d.umn.edu/cla/faculty/troufs/anth1602/pchistory.html&h=260&w=200&sz=22&tbnid=qhDhICHt4YOIXM:&tbnh=107&tbnw=82&hl=en&start=3&prev=/images%3Fq%3DJames%2BHutton%2B%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DN
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A rock may become so altered by a change in 

environment  that it can no longer be classified in its original 

family.  It has changed from one family to another.  Over a long 

period time, a single piece of the Earth's crust may be 

transformed into all three families of rock.  Each family is linked 

to others in a cycle.

Let us look at the rock cycle by starting 

at Magma.  Any rock that is heated at 

depths may melt into magma, and later 

form igneous rock.  Any rock that is  

exposed on the Earth's surface may 

broken into sediments, and may later 

become sedimentary  rock.  It is the 

physical environment that determines 

what  type of rock is formed.  If the 

environment of a rock changes the 

rock also changes.
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History of Rocks
• All rocks are not the same age.  Different rocks were formed at 

different times. Geologists have observed the “birth” of young rocks 
as they cooled from red-hot lava, while some of the oldest rocks on 
Earth are estimated to be 4 billion years old.

• Scientists who study the past try to put events in their proper order. 
When we discuss events that happened in historical times, we often 
use dates or numbers, but we do not have to do so. 

• Hence there are two ways of looking at the age of something.

Written records are available for only a tiny fraction of the history of 

Earth. Understanding the rest of the history requires detective work: 

gathering the evidence and making comparisons. 

http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://siri.uvm.edu/graphics/Safety_Managment/Detective.gif&imgrefurl=http://siri.uvm.edu/graphics/Safety_Managment/&h=1463&w=1008&sz=22&tbnid=XrS7Nqwfgh_IgM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=103&hl=en&start=1&prev=/images%3Fq%3Ddetective%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DN
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Everywhere you look, you can find rocks that show 

evidence of past geologic events. 

Evidence of the Past
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How Rocks Show Their Age

• We know that rock is formed by deposited sediment.

Principle of Superposition: any sedimentary rock in a 

horizontal section of layered rock is younger than the rock just 

beneath.  
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Principle of Superposition
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If we stack books on top of each other, the book found at the 

bottom is the “oldest”.  Similarly, if we have layers of rock formed, 

producing sedimentary rock, the layer found at the bottom is the 

oldest, while the youngest is at the top.

The principle of superposition is used to determine  the relative ages of 

the layers 

http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://www.lvdl.org/admin/img/new%2520book%2520stack.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.lvdl.org/admin/policies.html&h=281&w=186&sz=29&hl=en&start=1&tbnid=iFppGFoJmpUi3M:&tbnh=109&tbnw=72&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dstack%2Bof%2Bbooks%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D
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However, be careful of the presents of Metamorphic rock.

This diagram depicts a section of sedimentary rock that has 

a band of intrusive igneous rock running through it.  Which 

rock is the youngest?.....Since the igneous rock intruded 

after the sedimentary rock was formed, the igneous rock is 

younger than the rock that surrounds it.

http://www.classzone.com/books/earth_science/terc/content/investigations/es2903/es2903page08.cfm
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ACTIVITY

1)   Which of the following is the oldest picture?   How Do you know
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Fossil Timekeepers

• Fossils: the rock like remains or traces of an 

organism.  A researcher by the name of William 

smith realized that fossils could indicate the 

relative age of rock.

Fossils provide important clues to the history of the 

Earth and can be used to reconstruct events of the 

past.  The fossil is buried at the time the organism dies.  

Only a small fraction of organisms become fossilized.  

The reason for this is that the process of fossilization 

usually works only on hard parts, such as teeth, bones, 

shells, and wood fibres, which many organisms do not 

have.

http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://www.geo.utexas.edu/courses/302d/images,%2520documents/cuvier009.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.geo.utexas.edu/courses/302d/Fall_2005/lecture02.05.htm&h=2913&w=2223&sz=907&hl=en&start=3&tbnid=tRuVI0PG8WGRnM:&tbnh=150&tbnw=114&prev=/images%3Fq%3DWilliam%2Bsmith,%2Bfossils%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D
http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://www.beware-of-art.com/images/gallery/fossils/04000_detail.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.beware-of-art.com/images/gallery/fossils/&h=440&w=600&sz=53&tbnid=7nyTC2NLd2BqXM:&tbnh=97&tbnw=133&hl=en&start=2&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dfossils%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DN
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GEOLOGIST RECOGNIZE 

BASICALLY TWO TYPES OF 

FOSSILS

• 1. Body Fossils - the actual body or body parts of an 

organism

• 2. Trace Fossils - any evidence of past life that is not a 

body fossil; examples: tracks, trails, burrows borings, 

impressions,



 The remains of organisms that lived long ago.

 Some of the oldest rocks and fossils are found in our 

province.

Fossils



1. cast:   A type of fossil made when sediment slowly 

fills a mould, showing the original of the organism. 

WAYS IN WHICH FOSSILS ARE 

FORMED:



2. Petrified fossil (actual remains): when a fossil 

formed from minerals complete replace the original 

porous materials of an organism. It is the remains of 

plants and animals that have turned to stone



3. Actual remains preserved in ice.



4. Mould/Imprints: is a type of fossil.  It is a cavity made 

by an imprint of an organism or its tracks.
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5. Resin fossils: Smaller animals, such as insects, spiders and small 

lizards, can be trapped in resin (amber), which is secreted from trees. These 

fossils can be found in sandstones or mudstones or washed up on beaches 

like those around the Baltic Sea.
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This piece of the ancient Borden Sea's delta can teach us much more 

about ancient life on earth. 

http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/d/de/Film_reel_and_film.jpg/250px-Film_reel_and_film.jpg&imgrefurl=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_century&h=333&w=250&sz=17&tbnid=Yd9G8m8_0MKb0M:&tbnh=115&tbnw=86&hl=en&start=1&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dfilm%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D
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Fossils Revisited
• In the early 1800s, an English surveyor named William 

Smith discovered that fossils could be used in 
determining the relative age of rocks.  Smith, while 
digging canals and tunnels, recorded the appearance of 
the fossils and where they were found.  He came to 
realize that certain fossils were always formed in certain 
layers or areas of rock.  In other words, Type A fossils 
always occurred above Type B, which were always 
found above Type C.  This same sequence was found in 
areas many kilometres away.  Therefore, by matching up 
similar fossils, geologists can compare the ages of rock 
in different locations.
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Geological Time Scale

• The evidence of fossils shows that different species 
(kinds) of organisms lived on the Earth at different times 
in the past.  For example, trilobites were sea-living 
organisms that are commonly found in fossils, but no 
such organisms live in the world today.

• Geologists can study this similar sequence of fossils 
in areas where layers of sedimentary rock are deeply 
eroded such as the Grand Canyon.  

• Geologists can reconstruct a history of the Earth 
from the evidence of rocks.  This geological history of the 
Earth is known as the Geological Time Scale.  

• See page 180 in text book



• Divides Earth’s history into smaller units (eras) based on 

the appearance of different kinds of life forms in the 

fossil record.

Geological Time Scale



1. Precambrian Era

 4600 million years ago

 Formation of the Earth and the appearance of 

simple life forms. 

 Ex. bacteria

The Four Main Eras...

Pre-

Cambrian



2. Palaeozoic Era

• 590 million years ago

• Appearance of more complex life forms.

• Ex. plants, amphibians and reptiles 

Paleozoic 

Era



3. Mesozoic Era

• 248 million years ago

• Appearance and extinction of dinosaurs.

• First mammals, birds and flowering plants.

Mesozoic Era



4. Cenozioc Era

• 65 million years ago to the present.

• Appearance of Humans

Cenozoic Era




